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Chapter 11.
Multimedia, Hypermedia,
and Entertainment Technology

Figure 11.1: What is the meaning of an image? Pictograph (from www.library.wisc.edu/etext/) that represents a
peace party of Native Americans represented by their totem animals. Their unity of purpose is shown with lines
connecting their heads and hearts. Understanding such an image requires considerable cultural knowledge. (check
permission)

11.1. OverviewMultimedia is ontent beyond text. It often emphasizes a�et (4.6.0)[2]. Its sope has spread far beyond afew images and sound �les by the rise of onsumer eletronis. Digital onvergene. We an distinguishbetween multimedia and hypermedia.On one hand, these tehnologies are rather di�erent. On the other hand, they share many issues.Proessing, metadata, libraries.We go beyond traditional multimedia to onsider related issues suh as 3-D opying. Mashups.Multimedia surrounds us muh more than it did in the past. Television programs have gotten muhmore omplex. Television viewing habits. Soial viewing. Video in appliations ranging from meetingarhives (5.6.4) to media spaes (5.6.6).Representation for multimedia at several levels. Storyboard. Semanti annotation with identi�ationand reognition.The fous of the experiene of multimedia is often di�erent than for text resoures. In partiular,it is less often appliable for sholarship. Types of information needs for multimedia. Inluding forentertainment.The Media Experiene. Multimedia is a way of telling stories. Media only partially aptures reality.Entertainment tehnology.Comparative media studies.
11.1.1. ArtArt evokes an a�etive response (4.6.2). Art is often representational. Visual Art and Representation.



472 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Soial dimensions of art. Art museums (7.6.1).Many levels of desription and indexing for art. Images and ulture. DOIs for art objets.Paintings that emphasize linear perspetive do not neessarily our subjetive impressions of the vi-sual world. Impressionist painting attempts to apture that (Fig. 11.2). Literal perspetive. Fromrepresentational art to abstrat art.
Figure 11.2: Impressionist (left) and abstract art (right). (check permissions)Suh representations apture aspets of the world, or perhaps just patterns. There may be a ulturalmeaning assoiated with images [31]. How should that a�et indexing.

Multimedia and CultureWe have already seen print ulture (8.13.6). Fan groups.Partiipatory ulture.
11.1.2. Multimedia LibrariesLSCOM (Large-sale Conept Ontology for Multimedia)YouTube hannels.

Figure 11.3: Museum of TV and Radio collection.

11.1.3. Processing MultimediaTypes of indexing for multimedia.Segmentation of multimedia objets.Fixity of multimedia objets hanges their nature.Common issues for proessing aross multimedia types, segmentation, frequeny.Interativity and hypermedia.Annotations for the internal struture of omplex media.
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11.1.4. Representations for Multimedia
Hypermedia ModelsSynhronization.

11.1.5. Interactive HypermediaInteration design (4.8.1). Need to manage the user's attention.Interative ollages.
Representing Multimedia and HypermediaWe have emphasized representations throughout this text. What expressiveness is required for a om-plete multimedia model? Coordination among the media in a hypermedia presentation.The unique aspet of hypermedia is interativity. There are also issues of sequene and oordinationin hypermedia struture. We would like to have devie-independent multimedia.
State and Language-Based Hypermedia Models State mahines (3.10.1). Disrete state hypermedia.be desribed in sequenes of states. Features that might be needed inlude looping, onurreny,synhronization points, and alternate or optional paths. The real trik is to determine how the modelis strutured. ATNs (6.5.1) are a better representation for multimedia.Ultimately, we might use the models we have desribed earlier. From semanti graphs to multimediapresentations [23].Temporal Sripting Languages manage events in time. Sometimes sripting languages are reated forthe interation of media. These are di�erent from languages for the interation of objets in the media.For instane, they may support looping. Animation languages.
Multimedia and Hypermedia AuthoringThe de�nition of the word \authoring" has hanged over time. While it one meant simply to write,it is now used muh more freely to desribe the at of reating a multi- or hyper-media informationobjet. Authored objets of this sort typially inluded many forms of media, suh as text, video,audio, hypertext, and animation. As was noted earlier, authoring is a design ativity (3.5.4); there ispurpose and rationale behind the struture of the information objet, or the way in whih the variousmedia modes interat and work together. The ultimate purpose of most multimedia authoring projetsis to reate strutured ontent, be it for logial, aestheti, or eduational ends.Multimedia authoring is a omplex ativity. It an be oneived of as ombining the diÆulties ofwriting, drawing, sound engineering, and video editing. Perhaps the greatest diÆulty is speifying thesynhronization of these various mediums. One tool for aiding in this synhronization is storyboarding.Storyboarding has been used for a long time in movie making and advertising, to name only twoexamples, to visually organize the interation and transitions between di�erent oneptual elementsor narratives. In the same way, storyboarding is used to synhronize or organize the di�erent mediaappliations in a multimedia objet. While it is similar to a navigation map, a multimedia storyboardmay not ontain all the eventual detail, suh as hyperlinks, of the authored objet, but it will ontainskethes of the layout of the di�erent pages. In many ways, a storyboard for a multimedia objet isfar more omplex than one for a movie or other linear formats beause of the interativity between thedi�erent mediums.Movement through a multimedia objet does not progress only in one diretion, but skips and jumpsfrom plae to plae; this makes its organization, visual or otherwise, diÆult. Just as multimedia omesin many versions, so too are there many types of storyboards. The main harateristi of generalizedmultimedia storyboards, however, is the ability to speify interation between media; for instane, howlinks should be spei�ed and organized (2.6.3). Many storyboarding tools utilize intuitive, user-friendlyinterfaes, suh as drag-and-drop authoring [11](Fig. 11.4) for organizing material, rather than formal



474 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13or tehnial desriptions for media plaement. Multimedia ontent may be evaluated by a personinterating with the environment via \walkthroughs" [20].Path through a multimedia appliation mathes information aess. Layout and use-ases.

Figure 11.4: Drag-and-drop authoring for multimedia[11]. (check permission)

Multimedia DesktopsWeb-based portals and even personal omputer desktops (3.5.4) an be seen as multimedia environmentsin whih users an interat with various information servies. A workspae an ollet work in progress
(4.11.2) and many omputer appliations, suh as text editors or even the entire desktop interfae, aretypes of disrete-state multimedia objets.These objets exist within a larger environment, and are ontrolled by de�ned multimedia events:\tool was opened," \data was entered," \tool was losed". Although eah of these tools or objets mayoperate independently, they nay be required to interat and to funtion together, and in a larger sensethey all need to obey the laws that govern the operating environment. Multimedia environments andthe tools that populate them an be quite extensive, and when developing environments suh as this itoften beomes neessary to design exatly how the interfae will work.
11.2. Visual Information, Visual Languages, and Visualiza tion2-dimensional visual materials an onvey meaning in several ways. Images approximate our visualpereption and apture spatial relationships and olors inherent to objets in the world. Images aremerely representations of those objets and relationships, and may not ontain all the intelletual oremotional ontext that omes from visualizing �rst-hand. The ontext that a representation onveys istherefore dependent in part on the viewer and in part on its reator; the reator to present the image inthe fashion that they believe onveys the message they want, and the viewer to ontextualize the imageaording to their own experiene. This dihotomy allows images to ommuniate an enormous rangeof information in a purely visual format, from images that simply dupliate an image of the world, tothose visualizations that seek to use a representation of the physial world to onvey more abstratonepts.Human beings primarily use vision to understand the world | this makes the visualization of images anddata strutures a partiularly e�etive means of ommuniating information. Imaging and visualizationsystems an be ombined with desriptive abilities to further enhane this e�etiveness | note howtextbooks always use images and �gures to reinfore eduation. We are only now beginning to tapinto the power of visualization to analyze large amounts of data and data libraries. Other means ofusing imaging and visualization to enhane information siene and systems inlude shematis thatshow visual representations of abstrat relationships and spatial information systems that deal withthe position of objets in spae.



11.2. Visual Information, Visual Languages, and Visualization 475Cognition and images. Brain proessing and images ( A.12.2).
11.2.1. Representations and ImagesPitures reord information. Before the widespread use of the printing press most reorded ommuni-ations were pitorial. This form of ommuniation proved to be very e�etive in large part due to theability of images to onvey ompliated messages. A photographer or painter has many ways to drawthe viewer's attention and onvey meaning, often very subtly | images may be posed or edited topresent a partiular viewpoint or perspetive, and they an be used sequentially to narrate a story. In-deed, many images or sets of images are very language-like. In pitorial presentations, one an pereivemeaningful units (4.2.1) that funtion as a whole. Composition, or the way these units or objets arearranged (or the manner in whih they are viewed or pereived) an amplify the signi�ane that maybe inherent to the objets in the �rst plae. In Fig. 11.5, the repetition of objets and the viewpointfrom whih they are seen reates a rhythm. Other visual information objets, suh as shematis andmaps, an be even more language-like than a single image (11.2.4). How do we understand and representspae in images [32].

Figure 11.5: Note how the convergence of the parallel lines draws the eye.Use of images in engineering, siene, and mediine.Attribution of painter [22].
11.2.2. Image ProcessingMore image proessing ( A.2.3).Edge detetion.AÆne transformation.Objet reognition.Photo sequening.
11.2.3. Image Collections and RetrievalImage metadata. It has proven diÆult to develop useful desriptive systems for images. This may bebeause there are too many diÆult tasks to be satis�ed by any small set of desriptive systems.Photo mathing. Compare ellphone pitures to image database.ARTSTOR. Medial images (9.9.2).Value of metadata for image retrieval. Too many image retrieval tasks to be satis�ed by any onemetadata system.Query by image ontent.
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Searching ImagesDiÆult to extrat semantially meaningful features automatially. Desribed with metatadata. GWAP

(2.5.4).
Figure 11.6: Image search.

11.2.4. Visual LanguagesVisual objets an be highly strutured. A language was de�ned earlier as the output of a lexion anda grammar (6.5.2). Visual presentations an have some properties of a language. We may say there isa visual language, whih inludes a lexion, a syntax, and semantis. This may our within a singleimage but more often is found in omposite images or skethes. We have already disussed the visuallayout of douments (2.3.3). We will see similar strutural impliations for inema (11.6.3) and even thestruture of Chinese Opera. Visual language and visual literay.
Visual Lexicon and StructureAs with any language, a visual language is omposed of a lexion and a struture. Ions are one part ofthe lexion of the visual language (Fig. 11.7). The ions indiate funtions they represent in di�erentways. Some use metaphor; a �le system may be represented by an ion showing a �ling abinet. Somethings are diÆult to represent with ions and some ions are obsure. The seletion of e�etive ionswith arbitrary meanings an be a hallenge for interfae design. Some ion-based systems show textdesribing an ion's purpose when the ursor is plaed over it.

Figure 11.7: Examples of icons associated with computing. (redraw) (check permissions)

Visual Grammar and SyntaxGraphial design.As with natural language, managing the fous of attention is neessary for visual language proessing.Cartoons is designed to highlight the signi�ant points in a narrative.Diagrams employ visual language. Design of visual language presentations. Gestalt priniples (4.2.1).Layout.Visually lustered onepts are viewed as more related. Conepts linked with a line, are believed to bepartiularly losely assoiated.Visual parsing (Fig. 11.8). There is often a syntax-like struture in visual materials. An arrow ona display may indiate the movement; in other words, it funtions as a verb. Lines show onnetionsbetween onepts or to separate one set of onepts from others. These lines form a type of visualpuntuation.Visual similarity.
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Figure 11.8: A complex scene such as this screen dump of a computer desktop can be segmented by visually
parsing its components.

Visual DiscourseVisual disourse. Creating meaning and impressions by assoiations. [?℄
11.2.5. Information Visualization and Interactive Visual ization EnvironmentsVisualization presents representations of the attributes of entities and the relationships among thoseattributes. These are based on information struture but they also add interativity for exploringdata. There are two types of visualization: information visualization and data (or sienti�) visualiza-tion. Data visualization fous on the display of quantitative values. Sienti� visualization and visualanalytis (9.6.5).Information visualization onentrates on qualitative values. They an be thought of interfaes fordatabase attributes. Shematis and diagrams typially show qualitative visual desriptions but infor-mation visualization adds interativity. However, primarily a shemati is a model.

Browsing HierarchiesFous + Context. Visualization of hierarhies. People often lose the ontext of the information theyare aessing. This is one of the reasons that books, suh as this textbook, inlude hapter headingsat the top of eah page. Zooming text and zooming images.Interative visualization tools often allow users to view ontent at a high level and the fous is on detailswhile keeping a ontext of the high-level ontent. For browsing hierarhial strutures.
ZoomingZooming allows the user to ontrol the level of detail when examining objets. With logial zooming,the display simply highlights di�erent aspets of a display in ontinuous or disrete steps. This makesmost sense when there is a spatial relationship among the objets. Spatial hypertext (2.6.2).[??] Manyoneptual systems are best understood at di�erent levels of granularity. Consider, for instane, a userviewing a galaxy and zooming in to look at stars within that galaxy. While it is possible to zoomsmoothly into an image of a physial system suh as a view of outer spae, information spaes havedisrete steps. Powers of 10 [5].Logial or Semanti Zooming: Graphial zooming may be aompanied by riher desription desrip-tions. \Semanti zooming". One might \zoom" into the struture of the information. The relationshipsamong objets an be highlighted with olor and linking. Getting more meaningful detail in regions ofa display.Hierarhies are easy to understand and are widely used. When the relationships between entities arepurely oneptual, only the ategory labels need to be displayed, as in tables of ontents (TOCs) (2.5.5).



478 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Menus display hierarhial ations or onepts without ontext. Menus an be seen as struturedhypertexts (2.6.2). It is possible to generalize the logi of �sheye views to 2-D �sheyes and multi-foveal�sheyes. 3-D depth pereption provides approximations of layered depth. Fig. ?? illustrates navigationin multi-sale spae; this is one way of displaying visual ontext.
Lenses and FilteringA traditional magnifying glass enlarges all parts of an image. By analogy, a visualization lens ouldgive the user enlarged and/or re-foused views of graphis or images. Indeed, di�erent types of physiallenses ould be modeled (Fig. 11.9). Visualization lenses are not limited to enlarging the objets thatare being viewed; di�erent attributes of the objets in the display an be presented when the lens ispositioned over them. One users have found an area of interest in an information display, they maywant to examine other attributes of that area of interest. suh as fousing on Madrid in an interativemap, The same system ould show other properties suh as its population (9.10.5). As we will see later,a lens an also be used to extend the physial analog. 3-D lenses ould show internal strutures muhas an X-ray does (11.10.1).

Figure 11.9: Bi-focal lens (left) and fisheye lens (right) for viewing details on a map of Atlanta[39]. (ACM check
permission)

11.3. Audio
11.3.1. SoundsSpeeh, musi, heart beats, sighs, bird song, water dripping, glass breaking | we live in a world ofsound. It is good then, that human beings are well suited to it. Not only an we hear a vast range ofsounds (from 20 to 20,000 Hz), but our brains also learn to determine what sounds are appropriate fora partiular environment. We use sound to ommuniate with speeh, but also use sounds to representgeneral ideas, suh as the sound of a sweeping broom to indiate that a �le has been thrown in the\reyle bin". Audio is a very exible medium; rarely do we use sound in isolation. Based on the biologyof human beings, there may in fat be attentional and ognitive impliations to modern multimediaappliations. In this hapter, we will explore the many aspets of audio information: its apture, itsstorage, its forms, and its proessing.Aoustis.Audio spetrogram.Simulated audio environments.
11.3.2. Music and Sonic ArtsThere are many types of musial experienes. I may whistle a popular song, listen to a live rokband, or go to the opera. Moreover, eah piee of musi may be performed in many ways. Musi issound with a rih struture. However, unlike speeh the sound is generally not symboli. Instrumentalmusi does not usually onvey information in the sense of helping a person to predit events. Musi is
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Figure 11.10: Ella Fitzgerald. (check permission)highly strutured at many levels, and that struture provides muh of the aestheti pleasure we have inlistening to it. However, overly strutured musi an be tedious and some unpreditability is needed.Musi omes in many genres from jazz to lassial. Musi is soial. Musi genre and mood detetion.Musial prodution is often a soial e�ort. Though, inreasingly \musi is a thing", a �xed reording
[15]. The tehnology dramatially a�et the ontent and the usage. The development of reording mademusi muh more aessible to the masses and led to mass-market ulture. Moreover, inreasingly,musi is integrated with information systems. Musi and speeh analysis use similar methods.

The Structure of MusicMusi an be onsidered strutured sound; some musi is highly stylized, suh as Western lassialmusi, while other musi is more free-formed, suh as some jazz musi. The struture of musi an beompared to a building: the beat and rhythm provides the foundation with other sounds layered on top.Musi an reate listener involvement through theme and variation. A theme or struture is establishedwithin a piee and that theme is then varied to reate a tension between a listener's expetations andtheir sense of novelty (4.6.2).There are many other ways in whih musi is strutured. Often, the struture of the musi determinesits style; it is its struture that de�nes it. In some ases, the struture of musi may beome so rigidthat it may be modeled with a grammar (6.5.1) [12]. Fig. 11.11 shows a repetitive pattern that an bediagrammed like a sentene. Musial struture based on mathematial priniples. While maintainingstruture is important, it ertainly does not have to be slavishly followed; deletion and variation fromstruture are essential aspets of art (4.6.2).

Figure 11.11: Music can highly structured. In some cases, that structure can be represented by regular expressions
and grammars. Structure in music is particularly apparent in classical music. Observe the repeating pattern in the
notes across several levels[12]. (check permission)
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Representation and Markup for MusicMusi an be as simple as a verse of \Happy Birthday" or as omplex as Handel's Messiah with a 100-voie hoir at Christmas. Thus, any representation of musi must be salable to di�erent omplexities.While a representation may inlude eah of the 100 voies separately, this variety would require 100di�erent piees for one single work. A representation suh as that may be useful for a performer, butnot so useful for a ondutor. Similarly, it may not be neessary to represent all 100 voies to store thework and retrieve it later. Musial performane is dynami, and not every detail of a piee of musineeds to be de�ned. Instead, it is often preferable to represent the theme, or baseline of the musi, andallow individual interpreters to sale it as they may.Musi markup and metadata.CSound. Composition. Algorithmi and probabilisti approahes to musi generation.
Musical Instrument InterfacesNovel interfaes. KBow.

Figure 11.12: Musical interface controllers.

Music CommunitiesSoial musi.
Music Indexing and RetrievalMusi libraries.Musi metadata.Query-by-humming.

11.3.3. Speech and Speech ProcessingSpeeh is interwoven with language; speeh ommuniates natural language using sound. There aremany di�erenes between natural language as expressed through text and speeh. When a speaker anbe seen, many fators, suh as the speaker's eye ontat and gestures, onvey meaning and may beanalyzed in onjuntion with speeh (11.4.1). Even purely verbal nuanes, suh as adene, emphasis,and volume ontribute to the meaning of speeh.We will look at elements of human speeh, from the physial aspets, to linguisti theory, and on toertain speeh information servies. People don't always use speeh in auditory ommuniation; rather,we may ommuniate with a grunt or even a Bronx heer.
Phonology and PhonemesPhonology is the study of the generation and pereption of speeh sounds. Similar to language itself,speeh is a system of small, disrete sound units that are ombined to form larger, more omplexstrutures. Phonology studies these basi units in an attempt to better understand not only how weuse language, but how and from what it developed.While many languages use sounds in a way that speakers from other languages are not used to, somelanguages use sounds that are ompletely strange to foreign speakers. The trilled r in Spanish as inthe Spanish word \rojo" has no analog in English. An even more extreme ase is the !kung languagefrom southern Afria (a member of the Khoisan family of languages), whih inludes a series of unique
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Type Code Example

Voiced AA Bob
AE bat
AH bought
AO boat
AW down
AX about
AXR butter
AY buy
EH bet
EL battle
EM bottom
EN button
ER bird
EY bait
IH bit
IX roses
IY beat
L let
M met
N net
NX sing
OW book
OY boy
UH book
UW boot
W wit
Y you
Z zoo
R rent

Type Code Example

Voiced-fricatives DH that
JH judge
V vat
WH which
ZH azure

Unvoiced-fricatives F fat
S sat
HH hat
TH thing
SH shut
CH church

Voiced Stops B bet
D debt
H get
DX batter

Unvoiced Stops K kit
P pet
T ten

Glottal Stop (stop)

Figure 11.13: Phonemes are the distinct sounds which carry the meaning of words in a language. Here are the
phonemes for English as defined by[1].tongue-lik sounds (whih are all represented by the ! symbol); this sound is absent from the regularspeeh patterns of all other known language families on earth.There are several basi ategories of phonemes, suh as vowels, liquids, friatives, plosives, and stops.Eah of these phonemes is assoiated with a partiular means by whih the sound is produed. Vowelsare generally the most distintive; they are produed by air passing largely unimpeded through thevoal hords and the mouth, tongue and jaw forming tubular, or hollow shapes.One of the biggest distintions is between voied and unvoied phonemes. Voied phonemes pass airthrough both the nasal avity and mouth. Unvoied phonemes, on the other hand, pass air onlythrough the mouth. You an test this by holding your hand in front of your mouth and omparingthe air movement produed by voied versus unvoied phonemes. This di�erene is why speeh soundsstrange when a speaker's nose is plugged.When a person is speaking, the phonemes are not onstant and regular. The variants of a phonemeare alled \allophones". In part, this is due to the blending that happens when a speaker transitionsfrom one sound to another; this is termed \oartiulation". Many of these di�erenes are produedby the tongue, whih has its own trajetories and mehanis that produe di�erent sounds. Regionaldi�erenes in pronuniation.Just as morphologial analysis determines the meaning units of written words (6.2.1), \morphemes" arethe meaning units of spoken words. Suh phonologial analysis has its limits. Words suh as \here" and\hear" are homophones; they sound the same, but are spelled di�erently and have di�erent meanings.Even if their phonemes are orretly reognized, the partiular meaning of a word an be identi�edonly by onsidering the surrounding ontext. Lexial semantis was overed in (6.2.3).
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Linguistic Markers in SpeechLinguisti markers a�et the meaning through sound alone. this ould take the form of pronuniation,aents, stress, adene, intonation, tone, or duration. Fluent speeh onveys meaning in what is said,and there how it is said. How something is said is important to its larity. Emphasis also helps inonversation management. Voal ues suh as uptalk an indiate solidarity or even power relationships.Prosody is the intonation, rhythm, and stress of speeh. It is analogous to orthography (10.1.1)in writtentext. Prosody an hange the nature of a statement. One ommon example is that questions tend toend in an upward or higher inetion.
I like you. I like you.

Figure 11.14: Prosody places the emphasis in spoken phrases. On the left, the speaker emphasizes that it is the
listener they like, whereas on the right, the emphasis places the focus on the speaker.Some spoken languages base the meaning of words on inetions whih are known as \tones". Theseare known as \tonal" languages. Although English has some tonal elements (an example is \too" vs.\to") it is primarily a-tonal. In these languages, prosody beomes very important.Inetion and disourse. Deeption detetion in speeh [?℄. Spei�ally, there is often a high-pith fromthe stress.Inetion and a�et.There are a variety of individual di�erenes in speeh. Indeed, a \voie model" an be developed thatrepresents the harateristi speeh sounds of an individual. There are many variables that make upan individual's speeh patterns. As a starting point, women generally have shorter voal hords thanmen; their voies are generally of a higher pith. Another fator may be aent; even within the samelanguage, speakers often develop di�erent \aents" whih are harateristi patterns of speeh. Thise�et is heightened when a person is speaking a seond language. Beause of the widespread use oftelevision and radio, extreme forms of aents are heard muh less frequently than they used to be.Soioeonomi and individual di�erenes may also ontribute to di�erenes in speeh patterns; thesee�ets may be manifested in partiular word hoies and adenes. One example is \up-talk," in whihall statements sound like questions with a rising pith.Dition.Disuenies are hesitations and mistakes in speeh. Many di�erent types. They an be fored withtongue twisters.

Spoken LanguageSpeeh proessing has a wide range of possible appliations, from live audio streaming, to speakeridenti�ation, to administrative and business uses. These tehnologies are only reently beginning tobeome widespread. As omputer proessing power and our understanding of human speeh grows,there is no doubt speeh proessing will play a larger part in our day-to-day lives.The top panel of Fig. 11.15 shows the raw speeh waves for the phrase \Every salt breeze omes fromthe sea". In the lower portion, the amplitudes are onverted to frequenies to show a spetral analysis.The very dark bands of high-energy at the bottom of the display are the \formants" of that phrase.The formants are the most distintive omponents of phonemes so that identifying them will improvespeeh reognition.In partiular, formants indiate phonemes. Phonemes are the building bloks of the sounds from whihwords are onstruted. The sounds of the vowels in the words \bad" and \bed" learly indiate a
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Eve-ry salt breeze comes from the sea.

Figure 11.15: Raw speech amplitudes (top), converted to frequency spectrogram with spurious frequencies removed,
the formants are clearly visible (bottom)[33]. (add text) (check permission)di�erene in meaning. The basi speeh sounds that make up a spoken language are ategorized intophonemes. The ommonly aepted English phonemes are listed in Fig. 11.13. The word \multime-dia" is omposed of the phonemes M-UH-L-T-AY-M-IY-D-IY-AE. Eah language has its own sets ofphonemes that de�ne the way that language is spoken, even though the majority of phonemes areonsistent aross languages. Important distintions among sounds from one language may be ignoredin other languages; thus, there is no absolute set of phonemes.Phonemes in spoken form sequene of states. These an be desribed with Hidden Markov models.

OralityOrality is the use and understanding of spoken language. Spoken language is quite di�erent than writtenlanguage (e.g., [30]). Some of the di�erenes may be due to human ognition that proess written textvisually and spoken text through sound. Other di�erenes are likely due to the environments in whiheah medium is used. Oral material generally uses shorter sentenes and is less well onstruted.Communiation by text-based eletroni media has an oral texture perhaps beause it is informal andtransitory. greater shared ontext between speakers in spoken language and onversation, both beausetheir partiipants may have more of a history (even a very brief one) than in anonymous writtenommuniation, and beause body language and gesture play suh a large role in our understanding ofone another.
Modes of Oral Interaction Story telling. Preservation of stories and traditions.Oratory. Poetry.Oral histories enhaned with annotated touh sreens showing information resoures. Narrative (6.3.6).History (5.13.0). People are not very good at understanding and desribing their own behavior. Self-attribution and delf-reports an be unreliable (5.5.1).Autobiography (5.13.3). Story orps. Great speehes. The advantages of oral information not beingreorded. Oral arguments need to ompensate for that. Oral douments.Oral ultures. Epi poetry as an oral medium. Indeed, it provides ultural memory. Polynesiannavigation. Inuit maps of the oastline.
Cognitive Effects of Language UseWe have already disussed human language learning as well as omputer models for text generation
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Figure 11.16: Homer, who is credited with writing The Odyssey and The Iliad, was an oral poet. Campfire (center).
Polynesian navigation song. (check permission).

(10.4.3). In addition, we have ognitive proesses in reading (10.2.0)and writing (10.3.1). Cognitive e�etsof bilinugualism.
Voice ApplicationsSearhing podasts. Indexing radio programs.Personalized speeh synthesis.
Speech RecognitionAutomati Speeh Reognition (ASR) attempts to identify speeh elements | phonemes | and maththem to words. This is inreasingly e�etive but this an be diÆult; for instane, ompare the soundsof the spoken phrases in Fig. 11.17; the sounds are very similar, but the meanings are quite di�erent.

I scream Ice cream

Wreck a nice speech recognize speech

Figure 11.17: Some passages that are particularly difficult for speech processing systems to distinguish.In addition, people di�er greatly in their speeh patterns and pronuniation. An important element ofspeeh reognition systems is the training that the people using them may require. An individual witha need for ontinued and prolonged use of a speeh reognition program, suh as a person without theability to type, may use what is known as a \speaker-dependent system". These systems are trainedto individuals. With time and training, these systems generally develop a high degree of auray.More general ASR systems are known as \Speaker-independent systems," and apply to all users. Theserequire no training, but are generally not as aurate.Reognition of onversational speeh is also muh more diÆult than reognition of prepared speeh(e.g., news broadasts). Whereas prepared speehes are usually omposed of omplete sentenes, wholewords, and | if delivered properly | lak stutters and misues, onversations are usually ompletelythe opposite. It is diÆult for a speeh reognition program to understand many of the half-words andolloquialisms typially used in onversation.Another dimension of speeh reognition systems is the di�erenes between isolated-word reognitionshemes and ontinuous-word reognition shemes. Isolated-word reognition seeks to simply identifythe word being spoken, usually by �rst identifying its phonemes. Continuous-word reognition, on theother hand, seeks to understand and identify words using not only their phonemes, but also the ontextin whih they are used, partly basing the de�nition of a given word on what has ome before it.
Phoneme RecognitionAs the basi elements of speeh, phonemes also onstitute the most fundamental units that an beproessed by speeh reognition software (11.3.3). A high degree of phoneme reognition is neessary toboth isolated- and ontinuous-word reognition programs. Obviously, this proess begins by identifyinga word's onstituent phonemes, or by segmenting and ategorizing them. As with speeh reognition
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Linguistic Constraints

6
Word Recognition

6
Phoneme Recognition

Figure 11.18: Stages in a simple a bottom-up spoken language processing system.as a whole, phoneme reognition and segmentation proesses an proeed by feature mathing alone orby a ombination of features-mathing and templates (1.4.4), or models. The di�erenes between thesetwo methods are similar the di�erenes between \bottom-up" and \top-down" proessing, as used inother reognition proesses (1.4.4).When the ombined feature mathing and templates are used, Hidden Markov Models an prove parti-ularly useful as they reursively alulate the identi�ation probability as eah new phoneme is reordedby the reognition program ( A.5.5). These predition models an determine the probability that a par-tiular phoneme mathes a partiular template, and revise that probability as new information (moreinput) is added. While there may not usually be an exat �t to the template, Hidden Markov Modelshelp to selet the math. Other methods for larifying and inreasing the auray of word reognitionare through the integrated use of multimedia. In addition to speeh many visual ues an supplementspeeh understanding.Fig. 11.19 shows lip positions for di�erent words. The lip positions are the result of produing phonemes
(11.3.3). Image proessing an be used to identify lip positions and these an augment the proessing ofthe sounds. Other methods that inrease the auray of word-reognition programs inlude gestureannotation (11.4.1) and soial ontext, whih analyzes gaze and pose (5.6.5).

Figure 11.19: Vision can enhance speech processing. Lip positions for the word “one” in the upper row and the
word “three” in the lower row[19]. (check permission)

Word RecognitionAousti models. A spoken word an be haraterized as a sequene of phonemes. How is a program tomove from reognizing a phoneme, or series of phonemes, to reognizing an entire word? From a purelynumeri approah, if every phoneme were reognizable then every word ould be tabulated aordingto its inluded phonemes. Certain elements of spoken language, suh as alliteration, ould onfuse suha system.It an be diÆult, even for human listeners, to di�erentiate between two similar sounding words; thesame is true of word and speeh reognition programs. One method of di�erentiation is to use inetionas a type of puntuation (11.3.3) to ontrast similar sounding syllables.
Developing Word Models with HMMs A spoken word may be modeled as a sequene of phonemes.Word models. Language models and word sequenes. Models of words and mathing them.



486 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Markov Chains and Stohasti Finite State Mahines are also weighted automata. These may beadapted as Markov models. This is helpful if we observe a proess that we feel is not random, but weare not sure what the pattern is. The pattern, or model, is \hidden" and must be inferred. To do this,we hart the observations (the proess) with a Markov Model and then apply that model to whateverend we need, suh as speeh reognition. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are very important for manyappliations suh as speeh and gesture reognition ( A.5.5).
Figure 11.20: Words may be described as strings of phonemes. Word-level Hidden Markov Models for pronunciation
of “need” (left) and “the” (right)[28]. Notice that phonemes may be skipped as with the “d” in need and that several
related phonemes may be substituted.

11.3.4. Audio Search
11.4. Action and Behavior
11.4.1. GesturesMotion is essentially hanging position in spae through time. The thing that extends video beyondthe media we examined in earlier hapters is motion. Desriptions of behavior are useful for animationsand multimodal inputs. Motion reognition is also integral to many types of interativity. Motionranges from simple and regular motions to omplex motions that are semantially meaningful and thatommuniate intentional patterns of ation. From ations to intentions. Beyond hand gestures. Faialexpressions. Behavior monitoring and observation. Motion pattern analysis. Ation as part of tasks.Gesture input (4.2.4).Modeling typial human behavior and ativities from large numbers of photographs on the web.Gestures are behaviors whih onvey meaning diretly or are used in onjuntion with other typesof ommuniation. They are espeially assoiated with speeh, Fig. 11.21 illustrates the use of ametaphori gesture. Fig. 11.22 shows one system of ategories for gestures [29]. Gestures for framing aspae. Gestures as rhetorial devie. Expressing emotion with gestures [3].Gestures as related to visual languages [?℄ indeed, they may be predeessor to spoken language. Gesturehas meaning units analogous to phonemes.Sign language (6.1.2).Gestural interfaes. WII. Kinet. For instane, gestures an be used for musial performane [?℄.Kinemati gesture orpus [4].Generating gestures and faial expressions for onversational agents.Gesture reognition.Gestural play. Wii (4.2.4).
11.4.2. Formal Models for Action
11.4.3. Visual TrackingWe may want to follow an objet or person as it moves through a sene [?℄. Visual traking ombinesaspets of motion analysis and objet reognition. For this we an use tools suh as spatial position,
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Figure 11.21: One example of a gesture is a “conduit metaphor”. The hands indicate space along which a sequence
of objects is located.)[29]. (redraw-K) (check permission)

Type Description or Example

Iconic “OK” sign with fingers resembles the letters “OK”
Metaphoric Abstract metaphor such as using hands to show containment
Beats Rhythmic actions, often synchronized with speech
Deictics Pointing
Cohesives Indicating that ideas are tied together
Emblems Specific actions that have acquired a meaning of their own

Figure 11.22: Categorization of gestures that are coordinated with speech (based on[29]).sound loalization and multimodal traking. Projeting trajetories, understanding physial proesses.Plan reognition (3.7.2).
11.5. PerformanceA performane is an ensemble of ations. Theater. Opera. First person games. as a type of performane.Enatment.
11.5.1. DanceDane, like musi, is highly strutured. Dane shows physial aspets of emotions, soial interation,even ommuniative gestures. It has regularities at several levels: in the movement of an individual, inthe group of individuals on stage, and aross a omposition. Dane an be expressive. Fig. 11.23 showsan example of Labanotation, whih desribe ballet movements; however, this is not a full language.Dane emotion as expressiveness and onveying meaning. Labanotation is like a musial sore. Daningmay be desribed with high-dimensional grammars [41].Creating a dane omposition is horeography. Creating a story with dane.Non-western dane.
11.5.2. TheaterStage diretions. Sene desriptions.
11.5.3. Cyber-DramaDynami story telling. Inreasingly, stroes are interative and immersive. The onept is illustrated bythe holodek from StarTrek (Fig. 11.25). Beyond interative theater and inema. Proedural rhetori.Branhing story graph.Player model.Game generation.
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Figure 11.23: Labanotation is a representation for describing ballet movements (left) and is used to generate the
animated figure on the right[7]. (check permission)

Figure 11.24: Managing theater.

Figure 11.25: The holodeck is a fictional virtual reality environment for creating a personalized story. (check
permission)

11.5.4. Drama and Narrative TheoryAristotle again. Poetis. Poetis versus rhetori (6.3.5). Experiening drama as a kind of rehearsal forreal life. Tragedy as atharsis.Narrative is reounted while drama is enated. (6.3.6). Narratology as a theory of narrative. Artistole'sPoetis and drama. Hypertextual �tion. Does interative �tion �t the Poetis? The interative story,Faade [?℄ allows players to interat with and attempt reonile the relationship between two haratersin a story spae.Drama management (11.7.2). Cyber-drama (11.5.3). Experiene management. Virtual theater (??).Story is a lot of ausal relationships.o
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Figure 11.26: Facade interactive game. (check permission)

11.6. Active Visual Media
11.6.1. From Video to Active Visual MediaAtive Visual Media is distinguished from stati visual media, very simply, by its use of moving pituresor images. For a long time | sine Louis Lumiere invented the �rst widely aessible and pratialmotion piture amera and projetor in 1895 | television and �lm were the only ommon examples ofative visual media. Over the years, however, a wide range of formats have been introdued, rangingfrom digital video reording to omputer simulation.Strutured and unstrutured video.Ative visual media play an inreasingly large role in our lives. The ontinuing development of better,faster, smaller, and more reliable information transmission systems, infrastruture, and devies has hada signi�ant impat on the shape and onsiousness of our soiety. The ever-inreasing number of videoameras in the hands of individual itizens led to a bystander being able to reord polie beating asuspet, thus sparking the Rodney King ase (Fig. 11.27); satellite transmission of video allows newsfootage, and even live war overage, to be beamed into the homes of viewers half a world away |instanes and tehnologies suh as these will ontinue to inuene the development of our soiety. Now,ameras on every ellphone.

Figure 11.27: The arrest of Rodney King, a Los Angeles motorist, was captured on video by a bystander. It became
the basis of a controversial court case. (YouTube example) (check permission)Inreasingly, these ative visual media are being augmented by information proessing to reate hyper-media formats: Media environments omposed of di�erent modes, formats, and tehnologies. Similarto hypertexts, in whih embedded links an take a user to ontent outside the original doument, hy-permedia appliations allow users to do the same thing with ative visual media. Interativity disruptsthe ontinuity of narrative in video and �lm prodution. Eletroni games and suh story-telling mediawill remain distint.

11.6.2. Video Retrieval, Processing, Formats, and Librari esTV Anytime, PBCore.
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Figure 11.28: Home movies. (check permission)Video summaries.MPEG-7 is a standard for desribing multimedia objets. Just as text douments are marked upfollowing the DTDs of the Text Enoding Initiative (2.3.3), video an be marked up. For instane, newsprograms and football games are highly strutured and ould be marked up. Many standards are beingdeveloped for desribing the ontents of videos. MPEG-7 is XML-based. Desriptors and DesriptionShemas an be part of the mark-up; one an have a reord for eah sene and shot (Fig. 11.29). Videodouments.

Figure 11.29: MPEG-7 Description Schema[21]. Note the separate metadata that is kept for frames, shots, scenes,
and sequences. (check permission)Video summarization.

Semantic Annotation of VideoSemanti annotation (7.8.4). For omplex multimedia suh as video, we may have a human observerdesribe the ontent.Inferene for enrihed indexing of the video.
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Video ProcessingCombining motion data from several ameras.
11.6.3. Movie AnimationAnimation languages. Virtual amera (POV).Motion apture. What reates an impression of human-ness. Fig. 11.30 Unanny valley. Quasi-human.Evolutionary hypothesis. Evolutionary aution. (??).

Figure 11.30: Motion capture of Tom Hanks from the movie Polar Express. This unsettled some viewers because
it fell into the uncanny valley. (check permission)Types of human motion: voluntary, involuntary, soial. Human emulation. Avatars (11.10.3). Clothing.Hair (e.g., Fig. 11.31). Hair is diÆult beause eah strand has a omplex interation with all the otherstrands.
Figure 11.31: The Incredibles was particularly noted for its advances in the simulation of human hair. (check
permission)

Digital Cinema

Film EditingMontage: Narrative and High-Level Struture. A movie, obviously, is more than a series of shots andsenes: it tells a story. Eah part of a �lm is intended to work together to reate a uni�ed, �nal whole.Equally obvious, is that some �lms do this better than others. The movies that suessfully reate this�nal, uni�ed whole have usually managed to make a multimedia presentation; it is not simply a singleator or a good story that makes them good, but the way that they integrate these and other elementsto reate a mood, or ohesive overall e�et. Many of these things often go unnotied by viewers at thetime of viewing, like the way varying theme musi may be assoiated with spei� haraters, or theway that distint individual narrative omponents relate to the work as a whole (6.3.6). Through thingssuh as \establishing shots" that provide ontext, paing that mathes the �lm's overall feeling, thediretor's portrayal of spae, arhiteture and geography, and the depition of time passing, a suessful,ohesive �lm will monopolize a viewer's attention and reate an immersion e�et.
11.7. Play and Games
11.7.1. PlaySpei� time and plae. For fun.
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Figure 11.32: The sequence of movie shots for two groups approaching each other is designed to shift attention
from one group and the other and to highlight the tension between them (from[9]). (re-draw-K) (check permissions)

11.7.2. Variety of GamesGames and onstraints. Taxonomy of games. Games are interations with strutured environmentwhih often resemble natural environments but whih have onsequenes less extreme than the naturalworld. As we have observed, there are many types of games (2.1.3). Soial aspets of games. Role-playinggames. Comparing games to sports to play.Beause games mimi aspets of the world, they often reinfore ulture.Soring.Business models for games inlude purhasing good for partiipation in the game rather than subsrip-tion to the game.Retention. SoialVirtual environments like Seond Life. Adding user generated ontent to virtual environments andgames.Many aspets of game design beyond tehnial issues. Partiipatory design for games.Player model for developing adaptive game engines.Games typially have few diret real-world impliations. Indeed, they may be pratie for real-worldtasks. One exeption is the e�ort to develop serious games, Those whih an be seen as models ofomplex interations and are eduational.Games as failitating experiene and enjoyment.E�ets of games on the players. Emotionteering. Narratives (6.3.6).Games also raise many issues we have seem about other types of information systems suh as businessmodels, seurity, and ensorship.As we disussed bak in Setion 2.1.3, there does not seem to be any simple set of attributes whihde�ne a game. Genres (6.3.7).



11.7. Play and Games 493Indeed, the de�nition for games seems to be based on the lak of lear motivation. That is, a game isan ativity whih does not seem to aomplish a task. Presumably, games, like passive entertainment,meet other human needs suh as soiability, exerise, and arousal.Rules are known. The games are winnable.One of the most rapidly evolving and expanding hypermedia appliations is game design. There is ahuge variety in the types of games.Another type of market.Priniples of e�etive game design. Make it lear to what the hoies are. Sa�olding keeps theminvolved in a game.Massively multiplayer games. Organizational skills for developing Guilds.Many games, however, are eduational and teah neessary, or at least useful, life skills; in this sense,games are more than mere entertainment. Whatever their larger de�nition or signi�ane may be,games are human ativities that are strutured in suh a way that any ations taken within the ontextof the game produe only very limited real-world onsequenes. Fig. ?? shows some dimensions ofgames. At what point is a game di�erent from an interative simulation.While omputer, or tehnology-based games are the fous of this hapter, all games | from sportto simulation | have a lot in ommon. All games simulate reality to some degree, though oftenmetaphorially. All games, have rules (9.5.0), though games are typially muh more highly strutured.Games are typially haraterized by interativity and by a lak of task.Why are games absorbing? Physial stimulation. mental hallenge. Cyberdrama is a ombination ofstory and game. Rhetori and proedurality. Immersion, ageny, Transformation [?℄.Games o�er insights into both overall human behavior and loal or regional ulture. Real-world behav-iors and ustoms are often expressed or represented in the rules or struture of games; his similarityhas often been noted [35]. In addition to the expliit rules of games, there are often onstrutive rulesor impliit rules. The various impliit and expliit rules of a game have many purposes, themselvesboth expliit and impliit. These may inlude the enhanement of the entertainment value of a game;abstrat or theoretial intelletual enhanement (5.11.0) as in game theory and strategy (3.4.1); the emo-tional development that omes from ompetition, surprise, hallenge, teamwork, and even violene
(5.9.4); and ultural eduation that results from the history of a partiular game or its narrative (6.3.6).

Puzzles and RiddlesTetris (Fig. 11.33).
Figure 11.33: Tetris. (check permission)

Interactive StoriesCyber-drama (11.5.3). Drama management shares many aspets with intelligent tutoring systems (ITS)
(5.11.3) and adaptive hypertext. Experiene management.



494 Copyright R.B. Allen, 2000-2013 – DRAFT - no use after 7/13Point of view. First-person and third-person.Team ommuniation in games.Stories and harater development for games [36].Augmented reality games. Overlay games on to the natural world.
Serious and Persuasive GamesMotivating aspets of games. Games an improve training. How e�etive are they for eduation?Management games. Related to eduation (5.11.5).Game spae and game trees ( A.3.2).

Figure 11.34: Guitar Hero. (check permission)

11.7.3. Games as Information ResourcesBoard games often have a set of rules and physial playing environment. Eletroni games have impliitrules and ontrol the playing environment. Either way, games an be seen as information resoures.Thus, they an be indexed and organized. For instane, they an be assigned metadata.Game genres. Designing experienes.Video reording of a person playing the game.What does it mean to preserve MMORGS where the interation with other players is the key.State graph for game states ( A.3.2).Player modeling is related to student models (5.11.3)and other user models (4.10.2),Graphial rendering.
Games as Cultural WorksGames as an art form. Preservation of games as ultural memory (5.9.3). Game ulture evolves reallyfast.Desriptions of how games play. Event apture for games.Eah game instane may be onsidered a distintive work sine it evolves as it is played.Fan blogs. \Who owns the game?" The players or the game ompany? Soialization. Preservation ofgames[27]. Killing haraters in MMPG In some ases, games inlude game mods. That is, players andevelop extensions to them.
Game UsersVideo game violene (5.9.4).
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11.8. 3-D Images and Solid Models
11.8.1. 3-D ImagesThe development of representation tehniques for 3-D objets is an important advanement in informa-tion systems. This allows digital objets to be represented in a way that more losely approximates howwe already see the world, and how our minds understand it. This an lead to a more natural interfaefor humans and omputers. There are many elements just on the human end of developing aurate3-D representations, inluding the physial priniples of vision (4.2.3) and 3-D visual pereption. Depthpereption in partiular is ritial to developing a 3-D experiene. There are many appliations foreven simple 3-D representations, ranging from art to engineering, and many that have yet to be imag-ined; that the omputing power to develop these objets is only reently beoming readily available issomething that has surely limited the sope of the possibilities.Extending CAD models by adding behavior and by inorporating simulations (9.5.0).

Figure 11.35: Supertanker graphic applies a multi-layer model so the viewer can interact with the model at several
levels of granularity[6]. (check permission)Design spei�ation (3.8.4). CAD for design, for Manufaturing, for Use, for Assembly.3-D printer tehnology (8.12.1).

11.8.2. Solid Models3-D Modeling.A voxel is the name given to a 3-D pixel.Perhaps the most widespread and established tehnique for developing a 3-D representation of an objetis Computer Aided Design, or CAD (3.8.0). CAD-designed objets are solid models ((se:solidmodels)),in the sense that they have shape, size, and dimension, and an be viewed from all angles, the same asany solid objet. Engineers, draftsman, designers, and arhitets have been using CAD for more thantwenty years to model 3-dimensional strutures or objets. Over that time, the power and apabilitiesof CAD programs have inreased dramatially. Fig. 11.35 shows a CAD wire-frame model. We havealready onsidered 3-D pereption and representation for people (11.8.2).3-D representation's are fundamental for people interating with the world. Thus, we fous on themhere (Fig. 4.9). One theory suggests that 3D pereptual representations are based on simple volume-�lling shapes whih are proessed at the pre-attentive stage [13]. Fig. 11.36 shows how suh geons andesribe the shape of an airplane.
11.9. Wearables, Tangibles, and Smart Environments
11.9.1. WearablesEmbodiment.Traking personal health.Personalization of fashion seletions.
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Figure 11.36: One approach to representation of complex 3D objects develops a complex representation from
simple shapes called geons. Here, for instance, an airplane is built up from such simple shapes[13]. (redraw with
car) (check permission)Wearable tehnology. Glasses, wathes.Presentation of the self (5.5.1). Virtual �tting room.Condutive fabri.Monitor wearer. Sensors.Augmented reality ((se:AR)).

11.9.2. TangiblesObjets in the world. Toys. Fig. 11.37. Types of tangibles. Remote telepresene with haptis. Marbleanswering mahine with token enoding ations. Touh surfaes.
Figure 11.37: A tool for manipulating the location of a cross-section of the brain[18]. Moving the plastic head changes
the position of the cutting plane and, ultimately, the view of a brain section. (check permission)

11.9.3. Ambient DesignConstruting environments with eletroni displays.
Figure 11.38: Ambient design.

11.9.4. Internet of ThingsLoation management. Inventories. RFID.Supply hain (8.12.1)..
11.9.5. Active EnvironmentsSensors in the environment.
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11.10. Reality and Beyond
11.10.1. Mixed and Augmented RealitiesWhile a virtual reality environment an be entirely fabriated, it is more ommon that virtual realityelements are oordinated with the natural world. We an all these environments \mixed realities".The uses and appliations of mixed realities are pratially unlimited; whole libraries of virtual objetsan be assembled to failitate the reation of augmented realities. This helps to open up many ways toaugment reality. Hidden strutural supports (�gure). View management.Media spae ((se:mediaspae)).Metaverse. Sensors and GIS and lifelogging.Audio augmented reality. Visual augmented reality. Cellphones for supporting augmented realities.DiÆulties of rendering omplex environments for virtual realities with little lag.
11.10.2. Virtual Reality, Virtual Environments, and Virtu al WorldsCVEs (5.6.6).Seond Life. Projet Wonderland.Virtual eonomies (5.2.2). Governane of virtual worlds [16]. Validation of virtual worlds. What aspetsmake them seem real.3-D Navigation (2.6.3).DiÆulty of real-time updates a omplex 3D spae.Experimentation in the virtual spae.Virtual Rome (Fig. 11.39).

Figure 11.39: Virtual reconstruction of ancient Rome. (check permission)Virtual rowds. Crowd dynamis.Interating with virtual worlds.Sripting for virtual worlds.
11.10.3. Animated Characters (Avatars)Avatars are simulations of living organisms, espeially of human beings. The word \avatar" omes fromthe Hindi word for \spirit" or \essene". They build on the natural soial interation that omes easilyfor people. Indeed, they may provide an atual soial presene (5.6.5) that has kept human-omputerinteration relatively simplisti up to this point. Puppets as avatars.Properties of avatar interation. Aura is the region withing whih one avatar will interat with another.Fous is the level of awareness of others within that aura. While nimbus
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11.10.4. Conversational AgentsConversation (6.4.0). Whether textual or verbal. Human animation (11.6.3).Potentially, onversation is an e�etive user interfae. However, full onversational interation is diÆultand suess would mean meeting the Turing Test. Distributed agents (7.7.8)Who initiates a onversation?Natural language workow for mobile telephones where no keyboard is available. Yes/No questioninteration. Question ategorization for question routing. Question routing as a servie for sendingtraÆ to an expert (e.g., a dotor).Large sets of searh results are a ompetitive advantage for searh engine ompanies beause they anbe used to improve the quality of earh results.Inreasingly interation is viewed as a onversation. User initiated, system initiated, mixed initiative.Interation as onversation. System initiative is potentially intrusive. Inreasingly, sensors supportinput devies for interfaes and they are heap and widely deployed. Simulating gestures in onversa-tion.Conversational bots.Ultimately there would be many appliations for e�etive agents who ould understand the nuanes ofonversation. However, there are huge diÆulties in e�etively understanding meanings.Turing test.
11.11. Robots and Cyber-Physical Systems
11.11.1. RoboticsRobots of many forms and appliations. Humanoid robots. Soial robots.Robots and manufaturing. Robots and employment (8.8.2).Cooperation and oordination among teams of robots.These are often inspired by the nature's solution to design hallenges.

Figure 11.40: Robotic companion.Robots who know their limitations. Many types of robots. Delivery. Symbioti robots. Personalrobotis. Laws of robotis [10] (Fig. ??).
1. A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come

to harm.

2. A robot must obey the orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would
conflict with the First Law.

3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with
the First or Second Laws.
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11.11.2. Cyber-Physical System
Exercises
Short Definitions:

Acoustics

Active environment

Agent-based simulation

Animation

Autonomous agent

Augmented reality

Audio contours

Avatar

CAD

Coarticulation

Color depth

Deterministic model

Disfluency

Digital talking book

Dissolve (video production)

Earcon

Focus+Context

Frame differences

Game

Gazetteer (spatial)

Georeferenced data

Gesture

GIS

Information visualization

Inverse kinematics

Hypermedia

Immersive virtual reality

Kinematics

Linguistic markers

Location-aware service

Mixed reality

Modeling

Monte Carlo simulations

Morpheme (speech)

Morphing

Orality

Periodic motion

Phoneme

Pitch

Pixels

Prosody

Range query

Rendering

Route finding

Schematics

Scenes and shots

Scene graph

Semantic zooming

Solid model

Sonification

Sound rendering

Spatial cognition

Spatialization

Spectrogram

Structured Query Language (SQL)

Telepresence

Visual language

Wayfinding

Wearables

Word spotting

Review Questions:

1. What types of material are better presented in an image and better in text. (11.2.1)

2. What are some difficulties for automatic recognition of objects from photographs? (11.2.2)

3. Image processing. ((sec:simpleimageproc),  A.2.3)

4. Thumbnail images are sometimes used as a surrogate for pages in documents. Describe what properties a thumbnail
should have to be useful as a surrogate. (10.7.3, (sec:thumbnails))

5. In what sense are visual language like natural languages? (11.2.4)

6. Explain the difference between “information visualization” and “data visualization”. (11.2.5)

7. What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of the bifocal and fisheye lens techniques? (11.2.5)

8. Draw the spectrograms for the sound waves shown in these figures (check): (11.3.1)

,

9. What are the characteristics of speech that distinguish it from other types of audio recordings. ((sec:sounds))

10. The optimal sampling rate is twice the highest frequency. CD music is sampled at 44KHz. What is the highest frequency
that can be represented on a CD? (11.3.1, (sec:musicalnotes))

11. Give an example of structure in music. (11.3.2)

12. Aside from the words themselves, how do people convey meaning with spoken language? (11.3.3)

13. Pronunciation. (11.3.3)

14. How does the sound of your speaking change if you make a conscious effort to open your mouth more fully as you talk?
((sec:speechproduction))

15. Speech application. (11.3.3)

16. Motion analysis. ((sec:motionanalysis))
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17. Give an example of each of the gesture categories described in Fig. 11.22. (11.4.1)

18. Video metadata. (11.6.2)

19. How is multimedia markup different from text markup? ((sec:multimediamarkup))

20. Games. (11.7.0)

21. What are some strategies for exploring data in more than three dimensions ((sec:3-Dvis))

22. What is the value of metaphor for the design of virtual environments. (11.10.2)

23. Distinguish between first-person and third -person viewpoint. Give an example. (11.5.0)

24. Virtual environments. (11.10.2)

25. Distinguish between “virtual reality” and “mixed reality”. (11.10.2, 11.10.1)

26. Give some examples of mixed realities. (11.10.1)

27. Avatars. (11.10.3)

Short-Essays and Hand-Worked Problems:
1. Choose a picture that is accompanied by text from a newspaper or magazine and explain whether you believe it is well

composed. How does it relate to the text in which it appears? (11.2.1)

2. If you had to develop a system for matching pictures in the newspaper with the text of the stories with which they were
associated what would you do? ((sec:simpleimageproc),  A.2.3)

3. Describe how computer graphics and digital photography are merging. Hint: Think about object-level descriptions of
images. ((sec:graphics))

4. In what ways are the mechanisms of retrieval from a text collection similar to retrieval from a collection of images?
(Hint: Think about representations and queries.) ((sec:sketchinginterface))

5. What types of tasks would be suitable for a sketching interface for image retrieval? ((sec:sketchinginterface))

6. Do you agree with the statement: “A picture is worth 1000 words”? Explain. (11.2.4)

7. How would you apply the Gricean maxims to visualization systems. (6.4.1, 11.2.5)

8. Why is it more difficult to control acoustics at an outdoor concert than in an indoor concert? (11.3.1)

9. Why do you think people like music? Explain your answer. (4.6.2, 11.3.2)

10. Describe some of the problems of attempting to extract the lyrics from the music of a song. (11.3.2)

11. Describe an interface you might build for helping to teach students how to write a specific type of poetry (e.g., sonnets)
or song lyrics. (11.3.2, 11.3.2)

12. Describe the components you would need for an audio-only query tune-retrieval system. (11.3.2)

13. Describe some of the difficulties in using tune matching for retrieval. (11.3.2)

14. Speech does not include explicit punctuation marks as does text. What are some of the features of speech that function
as punctuation? (11.3.3)

15. Why is the “signal-to-noise-ratio” an important consideration for both music and speech recognition. ((sec:musicrecognition),
11.3.3)

16. Compare template models for visual recognition with template models for phoneme recognition. (11.2.2, 11.3.3)

17. Identify the phonemes in “dog,” “cat,” “apple,” “tree,” “comb,” “bomb”. (11.3.3)

18. What is the phonetic representation of “the Rain in Spain”? (11.3.3)

19. What are the characteristics of radio that make it a popular and economically successful medium. ((sec:radio)).

20. Describe an audio-only interface for accessing Web documents. ((sec:spokencommands))

21. Estimate how many telephone calls are made in the United States each day. Justify your estimate.

22. Estimate how many words are spoken by the world’s population in a day. Justify your estimate.

23. Describe an audio collection you would like to develop. Describe the collection management procedures your would use.
(7.2.2, 11.3.2)

24. Chose a short video and describe its structure. Create a storyboard for it by sketching the main scenes. ((sec:storyboards))

25. Video metadata. (11.6.2)

26. Suppose you wanted to enter graphical queries to a video retrieval system about the ways in which objects moved across
the image itself (some objects might move fast, some slow, some in a smooth motion, and some in an erratic motion,
etc.). Describe (and/or sketch) an interface you might develop for entering those queries. (11.6.2)

27. How might you build an interface to examine scenes to be returned by a video retrieval system? ((sec:videosearching))

28. Animation. ((sec:animation))

29. Affine equations. (11.2.2)

30. What aspects of gestures reveal emotion? (4.6.0, 11.4.1)

31. Is a smile a gesture? Why or why not? (11.4.1)
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32. Hypermedia representations. (11.1.5)

33. Synchronization of multimedia events. ((sec:finesync))

34. Preservation of interactive systems. (7.5.5, 11.1.5)

35. Characterize an online game in terms of the dimensions in Fig. ??. (11.7.0)

36. 3-D object calculations. (11.8.1)

37. 3-D projections. ((sec:3-Denvironments))

38. Is “reality” subjective or objective? (11.10.2)

39. Suppose you were going to make a simulation of foot traffic on your campus. Describe how you could use an agent-based
simulation. (9.5.0)

40. Suggest a critical question you might ask in a Turing Test. Why do you believe it would be effective? (11.10.4)

41. Describe a scenario for an interactive drama. (11.5.3)

42. Chose a character from history and describe an interaction with them. Describe what you would have to do to get a
computer to produce those interactions. ((sec:syntheticinteractions))

43. Are you engaged in “mixed reality” during a telephone call? (11.10.1)

44. Suggest a novel application for wearable computers. (11.9.1)

45. List all computers in your home. Be sure to include those in hand-held games, appliance controls, and communication
devices. How many of these computers are able to be directly controlled by users and how many are “embedded”?
((sec:pervasivecomputing))

46. Virtualized reality. ((sec:virtualizedreality))

47. What cues are most important for developing a convincing virtualized reality? What does it mean for people to “suspend
disbelief”? ((sec:virtualizedreality))

Going Beyond:
1. Visual object recognition. (11.2.2, 11.2.2)

2. How does “compositionality” apply to visual languages? (1.1.3, 11.2.4)

3. How is visualization related to hypertext? To information needs? (11.2.5)

4. Describe a simulated audio environment you would like to develop. Describe some of the difficulties you would have and
how you might overcome them. (11.3.1)

5. (a) Explain the principles of audio beam tracing. Develop a simple implementation of audio beam tracing. ((sec:beamtracing))

6. Music to complement lyrics. (11.3.2)

7. How could a thesaurus improve the recognition rate for a speech processing system? (2.2.2, 11.3.3)

8. Languages which are not written have many fewer words than languages that are written. Why is this? (6.2.1, 11.3.3)

9. What is an appropriate signal-to-noise ratio for preservation of music? ((sec:musicprocessing),  A.9.2)

10. Formants. (11.3.3)

11. Describe how music could be synthesized using a grammar. ((sec:syntheticmusic))

12. Ask two friends to read a paragraph of text into a tape recorder or speech capture system. Examine the samples to
attempt to determine how the speech characteristics of your friends differ. (11.3.3)

13. Describe the similarities and differences between typing errors and speech errors. Develop a cognitive model that explains
these differences. (4.3.3), 10.3.1, 11.3.3

14. Describe how a search engine for speech might be developed that would index and match the phonemes of speech without
text representations. (11.3.3)

15. Propose a cognitive model for comprehension of speech. For instance, are spoken words and textual words simply
converted to a common format and then processed the same way? (11.3.3)

16. Describe a business based on speech recognition technology. (11.3.3)

17. Describe some of the social changes we might expect if speech recognition is realized. (11.3.3)

18. Develop a simple HMM for processing speech. (11.3.3,  A.5.5)

19. How important is it to keep track of whether a group of songs appears together on a phonograph album as distinct from
simply preserving the recording of the individual songs? (7.5.1, 11.3.2).

20. Describe the requirements for an audio editing system. (7.9.1, (sec:audioediting))

21. Describe some design principles for audio hypertext. ((sec:audiohypertext))

22. Voice mail indexing systems might use distinct speech patterns to extract the return telephone number in a voice mail
message. Listen to several voice mail messages and determine some of these phrases. ((sec:voice-mailindexing))

23. Create a storyboard for TV sitcom you have recorded ((sec:storyboards))

24. Describe a language for video events and objects. (11.6.2)

25. Find an online video and develop a multimedia summary of it. (11.6.2)
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26. Develop two simple wire-frame displays. Demonstrate morphing from one of the wire-frames to the other.((sec:wireframes),
(sec:morphing))

27. Motion analysis. Affine equations. (11.2.2)

28. How do the gestures of television actors compare to the gestures made by ordinary speakers? Why do think there is a
difference? (11.4.1)

29. Develop a temporal scripting language. (11.1.5)

30. Hypermedia applications. ((sec:hypermediaapps))

31. Why do relatively few women play video games? (4.9.1, 11.7.0)

32. How could you use hypertext and user models to develop adaptive games? (2.6.1, 4.10.2, 11.7.0)

33. Observe the discussion among the players in a multi-player game. What principles of interaction do you observe? How
would this discussion be different if the game were conducted with audio-only communication? (5.6.5, 11.7.0)

34. If games are artificial environments, is it helpful to use them for education? Recall that we argued that education was
best when it is situated in the environments to which it applies. (5.11.7, 11.7.0)

35. What standards might you apply to evaluate whether a game is fun? (7.10.2, 11.7.0)

36. Describe an online game based on railroad trains. (11.7.0)

37. 3-D objects, (11.8.1)

38. Virtual reality systems generally emphasize graphical interaction. They do not necessarily give a sense of the cultural
assumptions or other contexts associated with an environment. How could these other factors be conveyed? ((sec:3-
Denvironments))

39. The term “virtual reality” seems like an oxymoron. What might be a better term? (11.10.2)

40. Mixed and augmented reality, (11.10.1)

41. What are the attributes of effective shared virtual spaces? (11.10.2)
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